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Creating engaging content that gains customer feedback and action
Detailing an email/private message to send to potential customers
Organization of product posting and community interaction to support
brand representation

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The ultimate goal is to assist Music Guy in building their social media
presence and marketing in order to attract potential customers.

 
TOPIC/PROBLEM DEFINITION

Music Guy is not seeing online engagement between their business and
followers.

 
TOPIC/PROBLEM SOLUTION

Music Guy should enhance their current media presence in order to see
increased engagement and grow their current following, and hopefully
directly impact sales.

OVERVIEW OF MAIN POINTS
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STRENGTHS

1. Overall presence on Facebook that feels very eclectic and welcoming
(Maintain that voice throughout growth of other media platforms)
2. Offers simple and effective explanation of product details that make it
easy for the customer to understand
3. Engages their followers with music trivia and ‘guessing games’     

 
WEAKNESSES

1. Low engagement rate
2. There is an inconsistency between posts, whether it be frequency or
style
3. Organization on profile makes it difficult to identify branding and
voice of business
4. Current media presence does not serve to reach customers effectively 

      
 
OPPORTUNITIES

1. Strengthening existing customer engagement with more interactive
postings and opportunities for interaction
2. Educating customers on products and their purpose, which will show
the necessity to purchase them
3. Becoming a local representative for music appreciation and
maintenance, which will solidify consistency in branding   

 

THREATS

1. Lack of community interest
2. Media exposure may not be effective for increasing presence
3. Ebay/other online sellers
4. Local music gear and resale music gear shops in the surrounding
areas
E.g., Evolution Music, A Sound Education, Guitar Center



 

Lack of consistent brand representation

PROBLEM

Music Guy’s social media presence is inconsistent in the following ways:

1.
E.g., no uniform business title

   2. Frequency and quality of content varies drastically
E.g., no visible schedule for posts, no uniform media model
 

RECOMMENDATIONS

USE A POSTING SCHEDULE 
 
So customers can view your content consistently, creating a content
calendar for posting can help maintain and track what posts are most
successful. We recommend posting 3-4 times a week ideally. Tuesdays
through Fridays between 9 AM and 3 PM are when there is the most
engagement amongst Facebook users. By utilizing a content calendar
through Excel spreadsheet or even a pen and paper, you can maximize the
engagement and exposure of your content.
 
Here is a sample of what your content calendar could look like:
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ESTABLISH UNIFORM BRANDING
 
By solidifying a logo and business title, customers will be able to understand
the intent of your media presence. It can be confusing for the average user
to view a page where it is difficult to identify the business name and logo.
This disconnect in branding can cause them to click away due to the
disorganization, for it will require too much of their time and attention to
search for the title and name of the business.
 
To establish branding, continuously use a consistent business title. For
example, “Records and Reels” is mainly used throughout the Facebook
page but when communicating via email, “Stereos and Speakers” is used.
Decide between the two titles to solidify your brand. 
 
Also, consider using the logo as your identifying icon for media platforms.
This change can make it easier for customers to find your business across
various platforms. 
 
Here's an example of a local music business with an easy and organized
page design:
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Consistent
business title

Banner
image that
correlates
with page

Updates for their
followers on events
and other changes
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Followers are uninterested in the posts due to lack of an aesthetic that attracts their
attention
There is an inconsistency with branding throughout posts

PROBLEM

Music Guy’s current content being posted has a low engagement rate compared to their
follower count. The posts are ineffective due to the following:

1.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

INTERACTIVE POSTING
 
Invite your users to start a conversation, and respond to those conversations! Users will see
the open display of communication and begin to build trust in your business, seeing that
their questions will be answered if they need it. Ask questions about music history, audio
trivia, and many other topics and reward their responses by interacting with their
comment.

Building a following through this style of communication builds up the trust in your brand
and will influence further interactions. Users may come across your business page and see
these displays of natural conversation between your brand and customers, therefore
further enhancing your media presence as the ‘music guy’-- the kind of person whose
business feels honest and present in their customer connections.

 

Music Trivia
How-To’s / Tutorials about music and
sound technology
“Fun Facts”- can be about the products,
music history, and many other topics
Other content that you have seen
having higher levels of engagement
(through likes, comments, follower
increase, etc.)

CONTENT IDEAS

There are a variety of topics you can cover
and a large audience you can reach. Your
job is to determine who you want to reach
when you curate and post your content.
Examples of content include:

 

SAMPLE OF CONTENT
Fun Facts



 

EDUCATIONAL CONTENT
 
People may be visiting your page to learn something. When posting content that
educates them on the importance and fascination behind your business, they will
believe in the necessity of the service and continue to come back for more. They are
seeking this human connection, as stated previously in the ‘Interactive Posting’
section.

Educational content may look like a tutorial through music technology usage, music
history, how-to’s on fixing equipment and so on. There is endless possibility. 
 
VIDEO CONTENT
 
Video content is one of the most viewed form of media on the internet. With the
‘Music Guy’ business type, there are many opportunities for video content, and it
doesn’t have to be professionally done. It can be as simple as a Facebook live, video
tutorials, or even starting a series about a particular topic related to the ‘Music
Guy.’ It just has to keep the attention of your users.

 

Be sure to post content that is
appropriate for your follower-base and
that you know keeps them interested.
Paying attention to the amount of
interaction on your posts is key to
understanding this point.
Interact with them to learn more about
their interests. This can be found in the
interactive portion of curating content.
Make sure that you are incorporating a
conversational factor or inviting
interaction.

TIPS FOR KNOWING YOUR
AUDIENCE

Give credit to the source of the
image

BEFORE POSTING…

1.

   2. Give credit to the source of the
facts

   3. Be sure that the post aligns with
your brand and follower style

   4. Create an interesting caption
that is relevant to the post, image
and the message you are trying to
convey

There are various examples of
educational and video content, and

here are a few that were found
through a simple search of other

business in your industry:
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    1. EVOLUTION MUSIC 

   2. A SOUND EDUCATION 
 

   3. GUITAR CENTER 
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